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Content /

Natural stones

Nero Marquina marble

Brown Emperador marble

Grey Emperador marble

Jura Grey limestone

Wood

Black stained oak

Dark brown stained oak

Walnut

Metal

Black powder coated steel

Dark brown powder coated steel 

Black patinated steel

Brass patinated steel

Laminate

Black laminate

Glass

Brown tinted glass

Black tinted glass

Black glass
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Nero Marquina marble

Brown Emperador marble

Jura Grey limestone Grey Emperador marble

Natural stones /
Our collection of natural stones has been carefully considered and curated so that it matches and balances 

in tone and tactility with our collections of textiles and leathers. Spanning from bold black and silver-grey to 

more subdued and earthy tones, the selection of marbles and limestone adds an exquisite and elegant touch 

to the collection. 
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Dark brown stained oak Black stained oak

Walnut

Wood /
Wendelbo’s range of wood has been curated to add a refined and crafted character to our designs - from the 

rich golden glow of the walnut to the boldness of the black-stained oak. The purity of the natural material 

demonstrates itself in its inherent warmth, with grains allowed to shine through for an authentic appeal.
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Black powder coated steel (RAL 7021) Brass patinated steel

Metal /

Black patinated steel

No matter the finish, hand feel or shine, our collection of steel adds a streamlined and graphic character 

to our collection, consciously contrasting the softness and adding modern elegance to our world of 

upholstered pieces.

Dark brown powder coated steel 
(RAL 8019)
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Black laminate

Laminate /
While contributing with calm and no-nonsense aesthetics, our black laminate is a highly resilient choice, 

crafted to last. The hard-wearing material and finish ensure easy maintenance and will retain its appearance 

with minimal effort.
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Tinted brown glass

Black glass

Glass /
Adding lightness and grace to the density of our upholstered designs, a considered collection of glasses 

plays a natural part in our material index. The slightly translucent glasses, in either black or brown, 

simultaneously reflect the surroundings while revealing the silhouette of the underlying designs.

Tinted black glass


